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Introduction
Transient and intense sensory events reﬂect sudden environmental changes that require rapid and efﬁcient processing to
produce appropriate reactions. Therefore, detecting and
prioritizing the processing of such salient events is a vital brain
function, necessary to guarantee prompt, coherent, and
adaptive behavior in an always changing sensory environment
(Legrain et al. 2011). Supporting this function, a ‘‘saliency
network’’ (SN) of cortical areas has been characterized as the
neuroanatomical basis for detecting salient sensory input and
prompting appropriate behavioral responses (Corbetta and
Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008; Seeley et al. 2007; Iannetti
and Mouraux 2010; Menon and Uddin 2010; Legrain et al. 2011;
Mouraux et al. 2011).
Although several cortical areas have been suggested to be
involved in saliency detection, 2 cortical structures constitute the
core of this saliency network: the insular cortex (IC)—especially
its anterior portion—and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
(Seeley et al. 2007; Iannetti and Mouraux 2010; Menon and Uddin
2010; Legrain et al. 2011; Mouraux et al. 2011). A large amount of
anatomical evidence has shown that the IC and ACC, besides
being heavily interconnected, have extensive connections
with subcortical structures (e.g., thalamus), low-level sensorimotor areas, and high-level frontal, temporal, and parietal areas
(Augustine 1985; Vogt and Pandya 1987; Vogt et al. 1987;
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Augustine 1996; Wu and Kaas 2003; Medford and Critchley 2010).
Consistent with this anatomical evidence, the IC and ACC are
frequently coactivated in a wide range of cognitive and
perceptual tasks (Dosenbach et al. 2006; Craig 2009; Medford
and Critchley 2010; Torta and Cauda 2011), and they are also
functionally connected at rest (Dosenbach et al. 2007; Seeley et al.
2007; Taylor et al. 2009). The IC is considered as a central
integrative site for linking sensory and cognitive information
(Kurth et al. 2010; Menon and Uddin 2010), playing a fundamental
role in interoception and awareness (Craig 2009; Kurth et al.
2010). The ACC is thought to be involved in multiple functions,
including motor, attentional, and emotional processing (Botvinick
et al. 2004; Torta and Cauda 2011). All this evidence indicates that
the IC and ACC could constitute a neural system adequate to
detect and orient attention toward salient sensory input and to
react accordingly (Seeley et al. 2007; Menon and Uddin 2010;
Legrain et al. 2011; Torta and Cauda 2011). Supporting this view,
the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses in
the IC and ACC following the presentation of transient sensory
stimuli correlate with the ratings of perceived stimulus saliency
(Mouraux et al. 2011). Furthermore, resting-state functional
connectivity studies have shown that the dorsal ACC and the
insula, together with a number of other cortical and subcortical
structures (e.g., the superior temporal pole and the thalamus),
constitute a saliency network (Dosenbach et al. 2007; Seeley et al.
2007). This network would be responsible for identifying the
most homeostatically relevant stimuli among the continuous ﬂow
of interoceptive and exteroceptive inputs and, thereby, would
help the organism ‘‘decide what to do (or not to do) next’’
(Dosenbach et al. 2007; Seeley et al. 2007). Thus, there is
converging evidence clearly indicating that the IC and ACC form
a saliency network whose core function is to select salient events
for additional processing and initiate appropriate control signals
(Seeley et al. 2007; Iannetti and Mouraux 2010; Menon and Uddin
2010; Cauda et al. 2011; Legrain et al. 2011).
In order to understand the functional properties of this
saliency network, an important question that needs to be
answered is how the external sensory information ﬂows into it.
As the IC and ACC receive projections from both the thalamus
and primary sensory cortices, there are at least 3 possible
pathways through which sensory input could reach the
saliency network: 1) the saliency network receives sensory
input only after it has been processed in primary sensory
cortices; 2) the saliency network receives sensory input
directly from the thalamus, without preliminary processing in
primary sensory cortices; and 3) the saliency network receives
sensory input both directly from the thalamus and indirectly
from primary sensory cortices.
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Detection and appropriate reaction to sudden and intense events
happening in the sensory environment is crucial for survival. By
combining Bayesian model selection with dynamic causal modeling
of functional magnetic resonance imaging data, a novel analysis
approach that allows inferring the causality between neural
activities in different brain areas, we demonstrate that salient
sensory information reaches the multimodal cortical areas responsible for its detection directly from the thalamus, without being
first processed in primary and secondary sensory-specific areas.
This direct thalamocortical transmission of multimodal salient
information is parallel to the processing of finer stimulus attributes,
which are transmitted in a modality-specific fashion from the
thalamus to the relevant primary sensory areas. Such direct
thalamocortical connections bypassing primary sensory cortices
provide a fast and efficient way for transmitting information from
subcortical structures to multimodal cortical areas, to allow the
early detection of salient events and, thereby, trigger immediate
and appropriate behavior.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Fourteen healthy right-handed volunteers took part in the study (6
females and 8 males, aged 20--36 years). All participants gave written
informed consent, and the experimental procedures were approved by
the local Ethics Committee.
Sensory Stimuli and Experimental Paradigm
While lying in the scanner, participants received 4 different sensory
stimuli. ‘‘Nociceptive somatosensory stimuli’’ were pulses of radiant
heat (duration: 5 ms; beam diameter at target site: ~7 mm) generated by
an infrared neodymium yttrium aluminum perovskite (Nd:YAP) laser
(wavelength: 1.34 lm; ElEn Group, Italy). The energy of the stimulus
(3 ± 0.5 J) was set to elicit a clear painful pinprick sensation, related to
the selective activation of Ad skin nociceptors (Bromm and Treede
1984). The stimulus was applied to the dorsum of the right foot, within
the sensory territory of the superﬁcial peroneal nerve. To prevent
fatigue or sensitization of nociceptors, the laser beam was manually
displaced by ~2 cm after each stimulus. ‘‘Nonnociceptive somatosensory stimuli’’ were constant current square-wave electrical pulses (1-ms
duration; DS7A, Digitimer Ltd, UK), delivered through a pair of skin
electrodes (1-cm interelectrode distance) placed at the right ankle,
over the superﬁcial peroneal nerve. For each participant, stimulus
intensity (6 ± 2 mA) was adjusted to elicit a nonpainful paresthesia in
the sensory territory of the nerve. The intensity of electrical stimulation
was above the electrical activation threshold of Ab ﬁbers (which
convey innocuous nonnociceptive sensations) but well below the
electrical activation threshold of nociceptive Ad and C ﬁbers (Burgess
and Perl 1967; Mouraux, Iannetti, et al. 2010). ‘‘Visual stimuli’’ consisted
of a bright white disk (~9o viewing angle) displayed on the projection
screen, above the right foot, for 100 ms. ‘‘Auditory stimuli’’ were loud,
right-lateralized 800 Hz tones (0.5 left/right amplitude ratio; 50 ms
duration; 5 ms rise and fall times), delivered binaurally through custombuilt pneumatic earphones bored into a set of low-proﬁle ear defenders.
The fMRI experiment consisted of a single acquisition, divided into 4
successive runs. The experimental paradigm is shown in Supplementary Figure S8. Each run consisted of a stimulation period (~8 min
duration), followed by a rating period (~2 min duration). During the
stimulation period, each type of stimulus was delivered 8 times
(4 modalities 3 8 = 32 stimuli/period). The interstimulus interval (ISI)
was 10, 13, 16, or 19 s, and each ISI was used 8 times for each modality.
Both stimuli and ISIs were presented in a pseudorandom order, such
that stimuli of the same modality or the same ISI were not delivered
consecutively more than twice. Throughout the stimulation sequence,
participants were instructed to ﬁxate a white cross (~1.5o viewing
angle) displayed at the center of the screen. During the rating period,
participants were asked to rate the saliency of each stimulus modality.
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This was done by adjusting the position of a cursor on 4 consecutively
displayed visual-analog scales, labeled ‘‘laser,’’ ‘‘electric,’’ ‘‘visual,’’ and
‘‘auditory.’’ Each scale was displayed for 9 s. For each rating, the position
of the cursor was transformed into a numerical value between 0 and 10.
Left and right extremities of the scales were labeled ‘‘not salient’’ and
‘‘extremely salient,’’ respectively. The order of presentation of the 4
scales was randomized across blocks. Stimulus saliency was explained
to each participant as ‘‘the ability of the stimulus to capture attention’’
(Mouraux and Iannetti 2009). Therefore, this subjective evaluation
integrates several factors such as stimulus intensity, frequency of
appearance, novelty, and its potential relevance to behavior (Kayser
et al. 2005).
Blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) fMRI data was acquired using
a 3T Varian-Siemens whole-body magnetic resonance scanner (Oxford
Magnet Technology, UK). A head-only gradient coil was used with
a birdcage radio frequency coil for pulse transmission and signal
reception (a whole-brain gradient-echo time, 41 contiguous 3.5-mm
thick slices, ﬁeld of view 192 3 192 mm, matrix 64 3 64, with
a repetition time of 3 s over 740 volumes, resulting in a total scan time
of 37 min). At the end of the experiment, a T1-weighted structural
image (1-mm thick axial slices, in-plane resolution 1 3 1 mm) was
acquired for spatial registration and the anatomical overlay of the
functional data.

fMRI analysis and regions of interest selection
The fMRI data was analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, London, United Kingdom, http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/ [date last accessed; 20 December 2011]). Data preprocessing
included the following steps. For each individual data set, the ﬁrst 4
volumes were discarded to allow for signal equilibration. The remaining
736 fMRI volumes were spatially realigned, normalized to the Montreal
Neurological Institute space using the uniﬁed normalization-segmentation procedure implemented in SPM8, resampled to 3 3 3 3 3 mm3
voxel size, and spatially smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm full-width at
half-maximum Gaussian kernel. Finally, the time series from each voxel
were high-pass ﬁltered (1/128 Hz cutoff) to remove low-frequency
noise and signal drifts.
For each participant, ﬁrst-level statistical parametric maps were
obtained using a general linear model with regressors modeling the
occurrence of each of the 4 types of stimuli (nociceptive somatosensory, nonnociceptive somatosensory, auditory, and visual) and their
corresponding temporal and dispersion derivatives. Additional regressors were deﬁned using the head motion parameters estimated during
the fMRI volumes realignment in preprocessing. In the present study,
the DCM models consisted of 2 types of brain areas: unimodal sensory
areas (i.e., activated uniquely by stimuli belonging to a speciﬁc sensory
modality) and multimodal sensory areas (i.e., activated by all stimuli
regardless of their sensory modality). In order to identify unimodal
sensory areas, 3 conventional contrast analyses were performed:
unimodal somatosensory areas were identiﬁed by voxels showing
signiﬁcantly stronger responses to nociceptive and nonnociceptive
somatosensory stimuli than to nonsomatosensory (i.e., auditory and
visual) stimuli [contrast analysis: (nociceptive + nonnociceptive) >
(auditory + visual)]; unimodal auditory areas were identiﬁed by contrast
analysis auditory > (nociceptive + nonnociceptive + visual); unimodal
visual areas were identiﬁed by contrast analysis visual > (nociceptive +
nonnociceptive + auditory). We did not distinguish nociceptive-speciﬁc
and nonnociceptive-speciﬁc brain areas when identifying unimodal
somatosensory areas because these 2 submodalities elicit spatially
indistinguishable BOLD responses (Mouraux and Iannetti 2009;
Mouraux, Diukova, et al. 2010). In order to identify the multimodal
sensory areas, a conjunction analysis was performed using the
activation maps of all 4 sensory modalities (nociceptive somatosensory,
nonnociceptive somatosensory, auditory, and visual), as implemented in
SPM8 (Price and Friston 1997; Friston et al. 1999, 2005; Caplan and Moo
2004; Nichols et al. 2005). The unimodal contrast maps and multimodal
conjunction maps were obtained ﬁrst for each subject and then
entered into a second-level analysis to obtain group level results. These
group-level unimodal and multimodal statistical maps were further
thresholded using P < 0.001 (uncorrected) and cluster > 10 voxels.
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Here, we tested these 3 competing hypotheses using
Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) and Bayesian Model Selection
(BMS) of the fMRI responses elicited by somatosensory,
auditory and visual stimuli in the thalamus, the primary sensory
cortices (primary somatosensory, auditory, and visual cortices;
S1, A1, and V1), and in the 2 core regions composing the
saliency network (IC and ACC). DCM is a hypothesis-driven
approach to characterize the causality between the activity of
different brain areas and, thereby, study how information ﬂows
in the brain (Friston et al. 2003). Combined with BMS, DCM
allows testing competing hypotheses of brain connectivity,
represented by different network models (Penny et al. 2010;
Stephan et al. 2010), and it has been successfully applied in
neuroscience (Leff et al. 2008; Liang et al. 2011). Here, we used
DCM and BMS to demonstrate that salient sensory information
reaches the multimodal cortical areas responsible for its
detection directly from the thalamus, without being ﬁrst
processed in primary and secondary sensory-speciﬁc areas.

Dynamic Causal Modeling
We used an effective connectivity analysis framework, DCM (Friston
et al. 2003; David et al. 2008; Daunizeau et al. 2011; Friston 2009;
Schuyler et al. 2010; Stephan et al. 2010) to investigate how sensory
information ﬂows from the thalamus to the cortical areas deﬁned above.
As compared with other effective connectivity analysis methods such as
Granger Causal Mapping (Goebel et al. 2003) or Structural Equation
Modeling (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima 1994; Buchel and Friston
1997), DCM is less affected by the variability of the hemodynamic
response function across different brain areas and thus yields more
accurate results (David et al. 2008). Furthermore, DCM is a hypothesisdriven technique (i.e., a technique used to test for a speciﬁc set of
hypotheses, deﬁned a priori) and is thus usually combined with BMS to
test which model or which family of models provides the most likely
explanation of the observed data (Penny et al. 2004, 2010; Stephan et al.
2009). DCM is featured by 3 different sets of parameters (Friston et al.
2003): 1) ‘‘intrinsic’’ parameters reﬂecting the latent connectivity
between brain regions in the absence of experimental perturbations
(e.g., the occurrence of a sensory stimulus), 2) ‘‘modulatory’’
parameters reﬂecting the changes in the intrinsic connectivity caused
by experimental perturbations, 3) ‘‘input’’ parameters reﬂecting the
driving inﬂuence on brain regions by external perturbations.
We used 2 strategies to represent the saliency network in DCM
models, aiming to obtain a trade-off between model simplicity (thus
achieving a better efﬁciency of model estimation) and model reality
(thus achieving a better representation of real physiology). Based on
our preliminary analyses in which we observed extremely similar
results by including either IC or ACC as a single SN area in our models,
a merged SN area was created by averaging the time courses of IC and
ACC, to simplify the model structure in the main analysis (i.e., the ﬁrst
strategy; Figs 2 and 4). In this way, we were able to test the entire
model space (i.e., all possible conﬁgurations of the modulatory
parameters) under our hypotheses. In addition, to test the reliability
of the results obtained from the simpliﬁed model structure, a more
complex but also more realistic model structure was tested, including
IC and ACC as 2 separate but interconnected nodes in the network
(Supplementary Control Analysis A and Fig. S1a).
In this study, we hypothesized that the external perturbation
generated by all sensory stimuli (i.e., the driving input) enters the
model in the thalamus contralateral to the stimulated side (i.e., the
receiving region), and we explored 3 possible network structures
representing how the sensory information ﬂows from the thalamus to
the SN. The 3 hypotheses modeled by these 3 network structures are
shown in Figure 2a. The ‘‘model structure A’’ represents a serial
structure: sensory information ﬂows from the thalamus (Th) to the
primary sensory cortices (PSC; S1, A1, and V1) and then relays to the SN
(model structure A in Fig. 2a). The ‘‘model structure B’’ represents
a parallel structure: sensory information ﬂows from the thalamus to
both primary sensory cortices and the SN (model structure B in

Fig. 2a). The ‘‘model structure C’’ represents a mixed structure: sensory
information ﬂows from the thalamus to the SN via the primary sensory
cortices, as well as through a direct connection from the thalamus to
the SN (model structure C in Fig. 2a). As the focus of this study was to
investigate how the sensory information ‘‘enters’’ the SN, we only
modeled feed-forward connections in our main analysis, without
considering backward connections (i.e., SN/PSC, SN/Th, and
PSC/Th) in the main analysis. This choice was driven by the need
of reducing the model complexity (but see Supplementary Control
Analysis B and Figs S3 and S4 for an exploration of the contribution of
backward connections in a reduced model space). Each model
structure was represented by a group of single models (i.e., a model
family). The single models composing a family shared the same
structure of intrinsic connections but differed in how modality-speciﬁc
connections (i.e., connections to or from primary sensory cortices)
were modulated by external stimulation. For each of these modalityspeciﬁc connections, there are 4 different possible conﬁgurations of
modulatory effects exerted by external stimulation: the given connection can be modulated 1) only by stimuli of its corresponding modality,
2) only by stimuli of other modalities, 3) by stimuli of all modalities, or
4) by none of them. Similarly, there are also 4 possible conﬁgurations of
modulatory parameters for the connections from the sensory cortices
to the SN. Therefore, 16 models (4 3 4) were deﬁned for structure A, 4
models (1 3 4) were deﬁned for structure B, and 16 models (4 3 4)
were deﬁned for structure C. The model structure of each of the 16
single models in model family C are shown in Figure 4. The
construction and estimation of the 36 single models (16 + 4 + 16 =
36) were performed on each individual data set, resulting in a total of
432 single models (36 models 3 12 participants) to be estimated.
We did not deﬁne any modulation on the connectivity from the
thalamus to the SN (Th/SN) (e.g., Fig. 4) because, in DCM, the
intrinsic connectivity represents the average level of connectivity
during the experiment and the modulatory connectivity represents
a change of such average connectivity induced by experimental
manipulations (e.g., by presentation of a certain type of stimuli). As
the thalamus and the SN responded to all applied stimuli, regardless of
their modality, stimulus-induced connectivity between these multimodal areas was likely to be continuously present and, hence, was
unlikely to change signiﬁcantly across time. Nevertheless, the inability
to examine the modulation of the connectivity from the thalamus to the
SN did not prevent us from testing our hypotheses because such testing
relies on the intrinsic connectivity rather than on the modulatory effect.
In other words, our hypothesis testing is based on the comparison
between models that either include or do not include the intrinsic
connectivity to allow information transfer from the thalamus to SN
or from primary sensory cortices to SN. In order to test formally
whether this intrinsic connectivity from the thalamus to the SN
estimated in the present analysis was determined by stimulus-evoked
activities in these two areas rather than by their background ongoing
activities (i.e. independently of the applied stimuli), we performed a
control analysis by removing the stimulus-evoked responses from the
fMRI time series of SN (see Supplementary Control Analysis C).

Bayesian Model Selection
The 3 model families, representing 3 competing hypotheses, were
compared using BMS. BMS uses a Bayesian framework to calculate the
‘‘model evidence’’ of each model. The model evidence, estimated using
the negative free energy (Stephan et al. 2009), represents a trade-off
between the goodness of ﬁt and the complexity of the model, namely
the number of parameters deﬁning the model (Penny et al. 2004;
Stephan et al. 2010). Here, BMS was implemented using random-effect
analysis (i.e., assuming that the model structure might vary across
participants) that is more robust to the presence of outliers than ﬁxedeffect analysis (Stephan et al. 2009). Based on the estimated model
evidence of each model, random effect BMS calculates the ‘‘exceedance
probability,’’ that is, the probability of each model being more likely
than any other model. When comparing model families, all models
within a family were averaged using Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA),
and the exceedance probabilities were calculated for each model family
(Penny et al. 2010). An average model of the winning family was also
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Based on group-level unimodal and multimodal sensory areas,
6 regions of interest (ROIs) (primary somatosensory [S1], auditory
[A1] and visual [V1] cortices, thalamus [Th], IC, and ACC) were deﬁned
in the following steps. 1) Six anatomically deﬁned masks were created:
the somatosensory cortex mask was deﬁned as Brodmann areas 3a, 3b,
1, and 2 and restricted to the medial wall (foot area); the auditory
cortex mask was deﬁned as Brodmann areas 41 and 42; the visual
cortex mask was deﬁned as Brodmann areas 17 and 18; the masks for
thalamus, insula, and ACC were deﬁned using the automated anatomical
labeling template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002). All masks were created
only for the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated side, i.e. the left
hemisphere. 2) Unimodal and multimodal sensory areas, respectively
identiﬁed by contrast and conjunction analyses, were masked by
corresponding anatomical masks created in step 1, and the local
maxima within each mask was obtained for each area. 3) Six ROIs (S1,
A1, V1, Th, IC, and ACC) were ﬁnally created by including the 19 voxels
contained within a 5-mm radius sphere centered over the local maxima.
A BOLD time course was obtained for each subject and each ROI using
the ﬁrst eigen-vector of the time series of all the voxels contained
within each ROI, adjusted for the F contrast of effects of interests to
remove the head motion related confound, as implemented in SPM8.

obtained at group and single-subject level. In the present study, BMS
was performed on the 3 model families (to determine the best model
family) as well as on the 36 single models (to determine the best single
model).

Results
Behavioral Data
The average ratings of stimulus saliency were not signiﬁcantly
different across modalities (F3,39 = 0.75, P = 0.53, repeated
measures ANOVA) and were as follows: nociceptive somatosensory: 6.1 ± 2.2; nonnociceptive somatosensory: 5.2 ± 2.2;
auditory: 5.1 ± 3.0; visual: 5.0 ± 1.7.
ROIs Selection
At single-subject level, 12 of 14 participants showed signiﬁcant
modality-speciﬁc activation in response to each of the 4 types
of sensory stimuli (P < 0.05 uncorrected, cluster size > 10
voxels) and also conjunct activation of all stimuli (P < 0.05
uncorrected, cluster size > 10 voxels). Two participants did not
show any signiﬁcant activation and were discarded from
further analyses. Six ROIs contralateral to the stimulated side
were created: the 3 unimodal ROIs (S1, A1, and V1) were
created based on the modality-speciﬁc activation masked with
anatomically deﬁned masks (Fig. 1a), and the 3 multimodal
ROIs (Th, IC, and ACC) were created based on the conjunct
activation masked with anatomically deﬁned masks (Fig. 1b).
Their spatial locations, as well as the group-level time courses
of the fMRI signal following somatosensory, auditory, and visual
stimulation, are shown in Figure 1.
Similarly to the previously observed correlations between
the subjective saliency ratings and the fMRI responses in the IC
and ACC (Mouraux et al. 2011), we found that the magnitude of
the fMRI responses in the thalamus correlated signiﬁcantly
with the subjective ratings of saliency (Pearson’s correlation
coefﬁcient; r = 0.39, P = 0.006).
DCM and BMS: Model Estimation and Selection
The group-level exceedance probabilities of all 3 families of
models are shown in Figure 2b. Family C (representing the
mixed model: sensory information is transmitted from the
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Statistical Analysis of DCM Parameters
The one-way, repeated measures ANOVA of the strength of
intrinsic connections showed a highly signiﬁcant difference
between the 3 types of modeled connections (Th/PSC,
Th/SN, and PSC/SN: F2,22 = 10.94, P = 0.0005; Fig. 3b). Post
hoc analyses (paired-sample t tests) showed that the intrinsic
connections Th/PSC and Th/SN were signiﬁcantly stronger
than the intrinsic connection PSC/SN (Th/PSC vs. PSC/SN:
T11 = 5.04, P = 0.0004; Th/SN vs. PSC/SN: T11 = 3.94, P =
0.0023; Fig. 3b). In contrast, the strength of the intrinsic
connections Th/PSC and Th/SN were similar (Th/PSC vs.
Th/SN: T11 = 0.78, P = 0.45; Fig. 3b).
A paired sample t test of modulatory parameters revealed
that external stimuli exerted a signiﬁcantly stronger modulatory effect on the connectivity Th/PSC as compared with the
connectivity PSC/SN (T11 = 3.86, P = 0.0027; Fig. 3c).
Control Analyses
Three control analyses were performed to strengthen the
above results. The ﬁrst and second control analyses assessed
the reliability of the results by testing the same hypotheses of
the main analysis, but using more complex and realistic models
in which the SN was modeled either as 2 separate but
interconnected areas (IC and ACC; Supplementary Control
Analysis A) or including both forward and backward connections (Supplementary Control Analysis B). Both control
analyses yielded the same results obtained in the main analysis
(see Supplementary Figs S1--S4). The third control analysis
tested whether the identiﬁed causality between the thalamus
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Statistical Analyses of DCM Parameters
Once the best model family and the average model of the winning
family obtained by BMA were calculated, statistical comparisons were
performed on both intrinsic and modulatory parameters in the average
model across participants. For the comparison of the intrinsic
parameters, the mean amplitude of the 3 intrinsic connections from
the thalamus to primary sensory cortices (i.e., Th/S1, Th/A1, and
Th/V1) and the mean amplitude of the 3 intrinsic connections from
the primary sensory cortices to the SN (S1/SN, A1/SN, and V1/SN)
were ﬁrst obtained for each participant. Then, a one-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess whether the
strength of the 3 types of intrinsic connections (Th/PSC vs. PSC/SN
vs. Th/SN) were signiﬁcantly different. For the comparison of the
modulatory parameters, the mean amplitude of the modulatory effects
exerted by stimuli of matching modalities on the 3 connections from
the thalamus to primary sensory cortices, and the mean amplitude of
modulatory effects exerted by stimuli of matching modalities on the
3 connections from the primary sensory cortices to the SN were ﬁrst
obtained for each participant. Then, a paired two-tailed t test was used
to assess whether the modulatory effect exerted by stimuli of matching
modalities on the 2 types of connections (Th/PSC vs. PSC/SN) were
signiﬁcantly different.

thalamus to the SN both directly and indirectly) had an
exceedance probability (0.981) far greater than the exceedance probabilities of families A (0.006) and B (0.013).
The estimated DCM parameters of the average model of the
winning family C (Fig. 3a; Table 1) highlighted 3 main ﬁndings.
1) The intrinsic thalamocortical connections to primary sensory
cortices (Th/S1, Th/A1, and Th/V1) and to the SN
(Th/SN) were much stronger than the intrinsic corticocortical
connections from the primary sensory cortices to the SN
(S1/SN, A1/SN, or V1/SN). 2) External stimuli signiﬁcantly
modulated the thalamocortical connectivity between the thalamus and primary sensory cortices (Th/S1, Th/A1, and
Th/V1) in a modality-speciﬁc way—somatosensory, auditory,
and visual stimuli strongly enhanced the connectivity from the
thalamus to their corresponding sensory cortices and weakly
inhibited the connectivity from the thalamus to nonmatching
sensory cortices. 3) The corticocortical connectivity between
primary sensory cortices and the SN (S1/SN, A1/SN, or
V1/SN) was not signiﬁcantly modulated by external stimuli.
Each family of models was composed of several single
models (A: 16, B: 4, C: 16). The group-level exceedance
probabilities of each of the 36 single models (sorted according
to their respective families) are shown in Figure 2c. Speciﬁcally,
4 single models (models 13--16; Figs 2c and 4) in family C had
far greater exceedance probabilities ( >0.22) than all other single
models (<0.01). These 4 single models in family C shared the
common feature that the connections between the thalamus
and primary sensory cortices (Th/S1, Th/A1, and Th/V1)
were modulated by external stimuli in a modality-speciﬁc
fashion (C13--C16 in Fig. 4), consistently with the structure of
the average model described above (Fig. 3a).

and SN was related to the actual transmission of stimulus-evoked
sensory information from the thalamus to SN or whether it
reﬂected background, non stimulus-related functional connectivity between these 2 structures. This was achieved by testing
the same hypotheses of the main analysis after regressing out the
stimulus-evoked responses from the fMRI signal time series in
the SN (Supplementary Control Analysis C). This third control
analysis revealed that the functional connectivity between the
thalamus and SN is negligible when the stimulus-evoked fMRI
responses are removed, thus demonstrating that the identiﬁed
functional connectivity resulted from the transmission of
stimulus-evoked sensory information from the thalamus to the
SN (Supplementary Figs S5 and S6).
Discussion
Here, we used DCM and BMS to investigate the functional
connectivity between the thalamus, the primary sensory
cortices, and 2 brain areas—the IC and the ACC—which are

thought to play a crucial role in the detection and reaction to
salient sensory information in humans. We tested 3 possible
a priori hypotheses about how sensory input reaches the
SN: 1) indirectly, passing through the thalamus and then
the primary sensory cortices; 2) directly from the thalamus
without being ﬁrst relayed and processed within primary sensory
cortices; and 3) through a combination of the above 2 pathways.
We observed 3 main results. 1) The fMRI responses elicited
by somatosensory, auditory, and visual stimuli were best
explained by a model including both pathways, that is, both
direct thalamocortical projections from the thalamus to the SN
and indirect corticocortical projections from the primary
sensory cortices to the SN. 2) The intrinsic functional
connectivity from the thalamus to the SN was much stronger
than the intrinsic connectivity from the primary sensory
cortices to the SN. 3) External stimuli signiﬁcantly modulated
the functional connectivity from the thalamus to the primary
sensory cortices in a modality-speciﬁc manner, while they had
a negligible modulatory effect on the connectivity from the
Cerebral Cortex January 2013, V 23 N 1 5
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Figure 1. Spatial location and time courses of the BOLD responses in the ROIs used in the DCM analysis: primary somatosensory (S1), auditory (A1) and visual (V1) cortices,
thalamus (Th), insular cortex (IC), and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The primary sensory cortices ROIs were identified by contrast analyses (panel a: S1: somatosensory [
nonsomatosensory; A1: auditory [ nonauditory; V1: visual [ nonvisual); the color bar represents the T values of the corresponding contrast analysis. Th, IC, and ACC were
identified by conjunction analysis of activations elicited by all types of stimuli (panel b); the color bar represents the F values of the conjunction analysis. The time courses of the
BOLD signal are shown for each stimulus modality (red for somatosensory, blue for auditory, and green for visual) and for each ROI. The time course of the BOLD response in the
‘‘saliency network’’ was obtained by averaging the time courses of IC and ACC (panel c).

primary sensory cortices to the SN. Altogether, these results
indicate that direct input from the thalamus plays a primary
role in relaying sensory information to the SN. This interpretation was also conﬁrmed by 3 control analyses, showing that:
1) the simpliﬁed model structure used in the main analysis did
not bias the ﬁndings (Supplementary Figs S1 and S2); 2) the
identiﬁed thalamocortical connections to the SN were not
carrying sensory information back-projected from the sensory
cortices (Supplementary Figs S3 and S4); 3) the identiﬁed
thalamocortical connection to the SN transmitted stimulusevoked sensory information and did not reﬂect background,
ongoing cortical activity (Supplementary Figs S5 and S6).
The ﬁnding that the neural activity in the thalamus causally
determines the activity in the SN (Fig. 3) is supported by a large
amount of anatomical evidence of direct thalamic projections
to the IC and ACC in both non-human primates and humans
(Jones and Leavitt 1974; Burton and Jones 1976; Mufson and
Mesulam 1984; Augustine 1985, 1996; Vogt et al. 1987). More
precisely, in non-human primates, the insula receives projections from several thalamic nuclei, including the centromedian
nucleus, the ventral anterior nucleus, the ventral posterior
inferior nucleus, and the suprageniculate-limitans nucleus
(Burton and Jones 1976; Mufson and Mesulam 1984; Augustine
1985, 1996). Similarly, the dorsal part of the ACC (Brodmann
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area 24, i.e., the area activated in the present study; Fig. 1b)
receives direct projections from several thalamic nuclei,
including the central densocellular and the intralaminar
parafascicular, ventral anterior, mediodorsal, and limitans
nuclei (Jones and Leavitt 1974; Vogt et al. 1987). Furthermore,
the ‘‘thalamic matrix,’’ constituted by calbindin-positive cells
that 1) are present throughout the whole thalamus without
respecting the anatomical boundaries and 2) are unspeciﬁc to
sensory modalities, projects diffusely to virtually all sensory and
motor cortices, as well as to multimodal areas (Jones 1998,
2002). Such anatomical evidence of direct thalamocortical
projections to both unimodal and multimodal cortical areas
(Jones 1998; Kandel et al. 2010), together with our present
ﬁnding of similarly strong intrinsic connectivity from the
thalamus to SN and from the thalamus to sensory cortices
(Fig. 3), are consistent with the view of a parallel processing of
sensory information in the cerebral cortex (Dum et al. 2009).
This parallel processing implies that at least part of the
multimodal cortical responses is consequent to the convergence, already at subcortical level, of various sources of sensory
information regardless of their modality (Dum et al. 2009). This
is in contrast with the classical view of serial processing of
sensory information, implying that sensory information is
initially processed in unimodal sensory areas and then fed
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Figure 2. Structures of DCM models (a) and results of BMS on model families (b) and single models (c). Three network structures (A--C) modeled how the sensory information
flows from the thalamus to the saliency network (SN) (a). Model family A: the SN receives sensory input after this has been processed in the primary sensory cortices (S1, A1,
and V1). Model family B: the SN receives sensory input directly from the thalamus, without preliminary processing in primary sensory cortices. Model family C: the SN receives
sensory input both directly from the thalamus and indirectly from primary sensory cortices. The black lines represent the connectivity between different brain areas; the arrows
indicate the direction of the connectivity. Each model family consists of a number of single models that differ in how the connections are modulated by external stimuli. Panel
b shows the exceedance probabilities of the 3 model families (A--C). The family C exceeds by far the families A and B. Panel c shows the exceedance probabilities of all 36 single
models, ordered by family. Four single models belonging to family C had far greater exceedance probabilities than all other single models. Th, thalamus; S1, primary
somatosensory cortex; A1, primary auditory cortex; V1, primary visual cortex; SN, saliency network.

forward to multimodal areas for further higher order sensory
and cognitive processing (Mesulam 1998; Kaas and Collins
2001). Thus, while the processing of sensory information
transmitted from the thalamus to primary and secondary
sensory cortices would constitute the basis for the ability to
perceive ﬁne sensory-discriminative features of the constant
ﬂow of sensory events arising in the surrounding world
(Mountcastle 1998), the processing of sensory information
transmitted from the thalamus to the SN would constitute the
basis for a entirely different function, such as the immediate
and effective detection and reaction to salient and potentially
threatening events happening in the sensory environment (Frot
et al. 2008; Legrain et al. 2011).
The aforementioned anatomical projections from the thalamus to IC and ACC, together with the evidence of a functional
role of the IC and ACC in saliency detection outlined in the
introduction, suggest the possibility that direct projections
from the thalamus to these structures represent the anatomical
substrate for the transmission of salient sensory information to
the cerebral cortex. Our results clearly uphold this hypothesis:
indeed, the functional connectivity Th/SN was signiﬁcantly
stronger than the connectivity PSC/SN, and external stimuli
did not modulate the connectivity PSC/SN but only the
connectivity Th/PSC (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the results of the
control analysis performed by removing the stimulus-evoked
responses from the fMRI time series indicate that the intrinsic
connectivity from the thalamus to the SN was speciﬁcally due

to the applied sensory stimuli and did not reﬂect ongoing non
stimulus-related background activity between these 2 structures. Indeed, the strength of the intrinsic connectivity Th/SN
became negligible once the stimulus-evoked responses were
removed (Supplementary Figs S5 and S6). Furthermore, the
ﬁnding that not only the fMRI responses in IC and ACC
(Mouraux et al. 2011) but also those in the thalamus are
signiﬁcantly correlated with the subjective ratings of stimulus
saliency (Supplementary Fig. S7) indicate a pivotal role of the
thalamus in saliency processing. In fact, the thalamus has been
indicated to be part, together with the IC and ACC, of the
saliency network identiﬁed in task-free resting state fMRI data,
thus conﬁrming that it has an intrinsic ‘‘functional’’ relationship
with the IC and the ACC (Seeley et al. 2007; Cauda et al. 2011).
Importantly, because of its extensive connections with cortical
areas and interconnections among its various nuclei, the
thalamus has been suggested not to simply relay sensory
information received from peripheral receptors to the cerebral
cortex but to act as an active gating mechanism ﬁltering the
ﬂow of information to the cortex (Crick 1984; Newman 1995;
McAlonan et al. 2000), selecting salient sensory information
(Snow et al. 2009), and thus contributing to selective attention
and perceptual awareness (Newman 1995).
The results of the present study provide, for the ﬁrst time,
functional evidence that saliency detection, one of the most
important functions for survival, relies mainly on direct
thalamocortical inputs to multimodal areas involved in this
Cerebral Cortex January 2013, V 23 N 1 7
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Figure 3. Estimated DCM parameters of the average model of the winning family C (a) and comparisons between the magnitudes of intrinsic (b) and modulatory (c) parameters
of different types of connections. In panel a, black lines with arrows represent the intrinsic connections between brain areas; the thickness of each line represents the strength of
each connection. The colored dots/circles on each connection represent the modulatory effect exerted by external stimuli; different colors represent different stimulus modalities.
The size of the colored dots/circles represents the magnitude of modulatory effects, and the plus (þ) and minus () symbols next to each dot/circle represent the direction of the
modulation, with ‘‘þ’’ indicating enhancement and ‘‘’’ indicating inhibition. Modulatory effects smaller than 0.01 are not shown. Panel b shows that the intrinsic connections
Th/PSC and Th/SN were significantly stronger compared with the connection PSC/SN, but there was no significant difference in the strength of the connections Th/PSC
and Th/SN. Panel c shows that the applied stimuli exerted a significantly stronger modulatory effect on connection Th/PSC than on connection PSC/SN. Th, thalamus; S1,
primary somatosensory cortex; A1, primary auditory cortex; V1, primary visual cortex; SN, saliency network; PSC, primary sensory cortices.

Table 1
Magnitudes (mean ± standard deviation) of the DCM parameters in the average model of the winning family C
Connectivity

Intrinsic parameter

Modulatory parameter by modality-matching stimuli

Modulatory parameter by modality-unmatching stimuli

Driving input

Th/S1
Th/A1
Th/V1
S1/SN
A1/SN
V1/SN
Th/SN
Inputs to Th

0.27
0.25
0.24
0.13
0.07
0.07
0.22
—

0.17
0.16
0.08
4.0 3 103
1.6 3 103
8.07 3 104
—
—

0.05 ± 0.07*
0.03 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.09
4.56 3 104 ± 0.0018
8.02 3 104 ± 0.0016
3.14 3 104 ± 0.0014
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.26 ± 0.21*

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.21*
0.15*
0.15*
0.13*
0.07*
0.06*
0.14*

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.18*
0.13*
0.13*
0.0077
0.0067
0.0025

Note: *Indicates that these values are significantly different from zero (P \ 0.05; one-sample two-tailed t test).

function. In other words, salient sensory information does not
have to be processed in detail in primary and secondary sensory
areas before being able to reach the SN. This hypothesis could
provide an explanation for the ‘‘blindsight’’ phenomenon, that
is, the ability of patients with cortical blindness due to a lesion
of the primary visual cortex to demonstrate some responses
(such as crude detection, localization, and even discrimination)
8
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of ‘‘unseen’’ visual stimuli (Cowey 2010a, 2010b). Importantly,
similar phenomena have been reported in other sensory
modalities (Brochier et al. 1994). Blindsight is commonly
interpreted as a consequence of sensory information being
transmitted directly to higher order sensory cortices (e.g., areas
V2 or V5 of the visual cortex) without being relayed through
primary sensory cortices (e.g., area V1) (Cowey 2010a). Our
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Figure 4. Structures of the 16 single models of family C. All models include 7 intrinsic connections (represented by black lines with arrows): 3 connections from the thalamus to
the primary sensory cortices (S1, A1, and V1), 3 connections from the primary sensory cortices to the SN, and one direct connection from the thalamus to the SN. The arrows
indicate the direction of the intrinsic connections. These 16 models differ in how the 6 connections to and from the sensory cortices are modulated by external stimulation. Such
modulations are represented by colored dots/circles. Colors represent stimulus modalities. Red dots: somatosensory stimuli; red circles: nonsomatosensory stimuli (auditory and
visual); blue dots: auditory stimuli; blue circles: nonauditory stimuli (somatosensory and visual); green dots: visual stimuli; green circles: nonvisual stimuli (somatosensory and
auditory). Th, thalamus; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; A1, primary auditory cortex; V1, primary visual cortex; SN, saliency network.

In conclusion, the present study provides novel and compelling evidence for a pivotal role of direct thalamocortical inputs
in transmitting salient sensory information to the insula and ACC.
Such direct inputs would provide a fast and efﬁcient way for the
transmission of sensory information from subcortical structures
to cortical multimodal areas, to rapidly detect salient events and
guide appropriate behavior.
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